AD9371 Filter Wizard Release Notes
	Release 1.0 -- First Release (Test Build)
	Release 1.4
	Changes:
Added zoom capability to plots.

Added plot axis labeling .
Added check that Tx primary signal BW ≤ Tx synthesis BW.
Added welcome screen.
Customize splash screen.
Removed rule preventing ORx decimate by two.
Improved bounds checks on sniffer profile.
Added decimate-by-four warning for Rx & ORx paths (temporary limitation).
Allowed user to select file location for output file.
Corrected device clock units.
Separate plots for analog, digital, composite responses.
	Limitations
Rx and ORx signal paths must use the decimate-by-five path.  Decimate-by-four is not supported by the AD9371 firmware.  This functionality will be added to a future firmware update.
The Control System Toolbox is currently required to run the app.  It is expected to remove this limitation in a future build.
The Tx FIR on the AD9371 supports decimation factors of 1, 2, and 4 but the Wizard currently does not have the capability to generate FIR filters when decimation = 4.
The FPGA on the ZYNQ motherboard has a PLL limitation that limits the usable device clock frequencies.  The device clock must always be greater than or equal to the fastest JESD lane rate divided by 40.
Release 1.8
Changes:
Added 'Advanced Settings' to be able to manually choose the decimation mode and number of coefficients.
	Modified the offset calculation for Rx and ORx paths.
	Added functionality to print out ADC STFs.
	Modified the code to operate differently when called from command line as opposed to a call from the app.
	The minimum VCO frequency check was updated from 6GHz to 6.25GHz. 
	Added functionality to choose device clocks from AD9528.
	Combo box added to either enable or disable AD9528.
	AD9528 settings added output profile txt document.
	RefClock calculation was updated to allow a wider range of possible values.
	Decimate-by-four check has been removed.


	Release 1.9
	Changes:
Updated AD9528 output structure to match the API.

Updated the ADC STF files to match the GUI requirements.
Release 1.10
	Changes:
Made improvements to Tx PFIR generation for interpolation by two cases.
Replaced the default icon.
Minor visual correction (font and image drawing).

